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Corr'ulta 'Demi' Maezuri Fyunnen
Soldier Corr'ulta 'Demi' Maezuri Fyunnen
Species Lorath
House Fyunnen
Gender Male
Age 331)

Height 6'5“
Weight 166lb
Build Slim
Employer Lorath Matriarchy
Rank Soldier
Current Assignment Lorath Self Defense Force
Current Plot LSDF Trishka

Player Data

Soldier Corr'ulta 'Demi' Maezuri Fyunnen is a PC played by Cy83r K0rp53 and is currently assigned to the
LSDF Trishka.

Physical Description

Corr'ulta 'Demi' Maezuri is tall for a male Fyunnen, though his abnormal height just makes the Fyunnen
boy's slight figure stand out further. His casual name, Demi, is a pointed reference to the miniature pair
of wings on his back, reaching barely to his elbows, and he has often been told, “Demi, you grew so fast
your wings never had time to get big,” by his direct family, and this detail has always been a sore point
of discussion. Demi has inherited the dark skin of his mother in addition to her great height and
goldenrod eyes, contrasting nicely against the pale crop of hair he keeps jaggedly short and undyed. The
child also has sharp, feminine facial features, enhancing the awkward androgyny of his figure. His ears
are typical for a Fyunnen and one has a small stone stud pierced through the left ear, near the tip, that
he prizes more than anything in his possession. Height: 6'5” (195.58 cm) Mass: 166lb (75.30kg)

Family

Commodore Ankryll 'Nebula' Kraed Fyunnen: Grandmother, Clan Kraed Mother (Deceased, KIA)
Elder Fuya'tte 'Horizon' Natral Fyunnen: Grandfather (Acting Clan Kraed Chief)
Major Grymalkae 'Wildcat' Hratta Fyunnen: Mother (Serving on Patrol)
Steward Doreama 'Halcyon' Mourai Fyunnen: Father (Accompanying Grymalkae)
Flight Ensign Mar'jyaz 'Firestorm' “The Red Cardinal” Garna Fyunnen: Sister (Serving in Planetary
Defense Squadron)
Retainer-Sergeant Shur'Isha 'Stormwind' Nykyri Fyunnen: Aunt (Clan Kraed Heir)
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Chief Warrant Officer Taln'fae 'Thunderbolt' Raharu Fyunnen: Mentor

Psychological Characteristics

Corr'ulta 'Demi' Maezuri Fyunnen is, like his father, a caretaker and servant at heart, though his Fyunnen
heritage bleeds out in a poorly directed fury when he sees those close to him in distress. His ability to
follow orders well and drive to protect others makes Maezuri close to a perfect soldier, though he
struggles against his odd appearance and the stellar reputation of his sister, an ace starfighter pilot
serving a tour in the PDF forces on Lor. His comraderie among trainees marks Maezuri out as a potential
leader, though he fails to show the direct initiative necessary to ever merit the promotion.

Demi enjoys the tasks of housekeeping, but conforms readily and deliberately to martial pursuits, having
earned a commedation for close-quarter marksmanship as well as being an avid duelist with both blade
and pistol. Maezuri enjoys collecting stones for small favors and has a small assortment of his favorites,
gotten from pretty girls, tied to a growing length of leather cord that he wears about his waist or neck on
most occasions. Maezuri will enjoy a meal, any meal, and displays a taste for spicy foods and items with
an odd quality to them, his favorite snack being Yamataian fermented beans, called natto, a treat his
grandfather enjoys even more than Maezuri. Friends and family blame the old man for introducing the
boy to his oddball taste buds.

Corr'ulta shows displeasure at the hardship of others around him and is relentless and sometimes even
callous in redressing the balance. The only thing he reacts to worse is being lied to or mislead, a sure-fire
way to earn his lasting ire. Maezuri shows very little negativity towards much anything else, though
mentioning his runt wings hits a sore nerve.

History

Pre-RP

Corr'ulta 'Demi' Maezuri Fyunnen was born near the end of the first year of Yamatai's formation and the
birth of the Lorath Matriarchy. Maezuri's parents had always been adventurous and, after having their
second child, decided to immediately resume their careers, leaving behind one of Hratta's subordinates
to mentor the children while they were on tour. 'Thunderbolt' Raharu happily obliged, tutoring Garna
rigourously in the short time before she pursued a career as a flight officer in the LSDF.

Relatively ignored for several years by Raharu, Maezuri picked up a smattering of housekeeping skills
and odd habits from his eccentric grandfather, a veteran crippled during the revolution that saw the
Helashio enslaved. Kraed, Maezuri's grandmother and accomplished officer, took issue with Raharu's
neglect the first time she visited her extended family in YE23, seeing the spark in her grandson that had
not been instilled in her son-in-law. The argument quickly broke down into a physical conflict when it
became apparent that Raharu felt men were best suited to housekeeping, where Kraed felt it was the
duty of every member of the Fyunnen House to serve in the military. Surprisingly to both combatants,
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Maezuri broke up the fight with stern words to both of the women and Raharu agreed to mentor the boy,
impressed in her own right with how quick he took to lessons unlike his stubbornly independent sister
and she was more than content with his lack of personal initiative that would see the boy languish in the
lower ranks. The events brought about by first contact with Yamatai and their conflict with the Mishhu,
including his grandmother's death in action and the title and duty of Family Retainer placed on his Aunts
shoulders, settled Maezuri's initial dislike for the outworlders and their empire, lighting the spark that led
him to enlist in the Self-Defense Forces rather than become a steward like his father.

Assignment Record

LSDF Trishka: Assigned YE33

Mission Logs

LSDF Trishka Mission 2.2: Left and Right Hands

Demi deployed with a small team under the command of Ensign Se'len Tre'n to plant an explosive in the
powerplant of a contested station complex, fighting through both Mishhu and Black Coat forces to reach
the objective and let the asset, a one Ah'kin Gotz 'Blast', set up the bomb. Despite taking fire at several
points and having to negotiate around damaged or heavily occupied sections, the team planted the
bomb and evacuated safely before vaporising the objective.

Skills

Fighting: Maezuri is trained in advanced hand-to-hand and melee weapon tactics as well as
several forms of martial arts. He favors the pistol and sword in close-quarters and has trained in
the use of either weapon in his off-hand to support attacks with the other as his preferred dueling
style.
Marksmanship (Pistoleer): Maezuri has a talent with pistols and has earned a commedation for
close-range marksmanship. He practices a few gunslinger's tricks including twirling the weapon
about its trigger guard, quick-loading, one-handed loading, and shooting targets inside his
peripheral vision.
Domestics: Maezuri is trained to handle household affairs, including meal preparation, doing
laundry, child care, and keeping a living space clean and efficient.
Ettiquette (Host; Dueling): Maezuri has learned the duties of a host from his retired
grandfather, including planning and mediating events, meal choice, and meal presentation. He is
also versed in the proper form of dueling, including making a proper challenge, sword forms, and
the grace required of the victor and loser.
Artistry (Calligraphy): Maezuri enjoys practicing the art of handwriting and as such has
impeccable penmanship and a notation speed to rival a typist when using shorthand.
Leadership: Maezuri is trained in the workings of leadership roles and is capable of directing a
squad efficiently if not creatively. He has good interpersonal skills and has the capacity to
command on a one-on-one level as well as the squad or company level if such a situation were to
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ever arise. Maezuri is able to apply his more domestic skills in conversing with large groups,
gathering intelligence, seeking a diplomatic solution if necessary, as well as directing others out of
dangerous situations, such as a compromised tactical position.
Survival and Military Skills: Maezuri is trained to survive alone, able to locate and procure food
and water, construct makeshift weapons, navigate by landmarks and a visible starfield, construct
shelters, signal for assistance, and conceal his position.

Possessions

Lorath Self Defense Force Uniform Components

1 Rank Patch Set, re-applicable adhesive type
1 M37/38 Environmental Battledress Uniform with collapsible helmet
2 Uniform blouse, gray, with appropriate caste and assignment markings
2 Uniform shirts, gray, with appropriate caste and assignment markings

Caste position and awards on left sleeve
Rank and position information on right sleeve
Rank patch on right shoulder
Caste indicators on left shoulder and arm bands

2 pair of pants, gray
2 pair of kilt/skirts, gray
2 stonethread undershirts, caste color

Individual name printed on back and left breast of chest.
2 cotton undershirts, gray
2 pair synthetic fiber stockings, black
1 pair synthetic leather gloves, black
1 pair leather boots, black
1 pair short boots or athletic sneakers, black
2 belts, black, brass buckled, sword and pistol usage.
1 Glengarry hat

Rank patch on front left

Weather Gear

1 black balaclava
Rank patch on left forehead

1 black stonethread poncho (quarter inch thick), weather resistant inlay, caste colored stripe

Workout Clothing and Undergarments

2 custom print boxer trunks
2 white ringer T-Shirts with pocket on left breast
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1 pair black loafers
1 pair black wrestling shoes
4 black cotton boxers
3 black chest wraps
3 white chest wraps
4 pair of black boot Socks

Accessory Items

1 'Searing Blade' Traditional Melee Weapon System
1 LSDF “Ek'yra” Railgun Service Rifle

300 Rounds of 7.62mm ammunition
1 “M'Cel” 40/30mm Grenade Launcher with pistol grip.

2 Rounds of 40mm conventional explosive ammunition
2 Rounds of 40mm shot
1 40mm signaling flare

1 Hand Cannon
200 Rounds of ammunition

Survival knife, carbon composite
Black sheath with loop and clips for belt or leg attachment (for the knife)

Standard issue hygiene and grooming package
1 bottle of shampoo
1 bottle liquid body soap
1 stick of deodorant
1 toothbrush
1 tube of toothpaste
2 washcloths, white
2 towels, white
1 4oz Container of moisture absorbing powder
1 Make-up kit
1 Manicure kit
1 Hair brush
1 Hair dye kit
1 Set of hair ornaments and ties
1 Tooth repair and alteration kit

Electronic Money Card (3000 HS)
Coin Purse, raw gems and metals amounting to 3000 HS in value, utilized by the Lorath Matriarchy.

Finances

Corr'ulta 'Demi' Maezuri Fyunnen is currently a Soldier in the Lorath Matriarchy. He receives a weekly
salary of 500 HS per week.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 HS Starting Funds
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Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 HS 0 HS Start of Payroll; Feb 9, 2011

Character Data
Character Name Corr'ulta 'Demi' Maezuri Fyunnen
Character Owner Cy83r K0rp53
Character Status Inactive Player Character
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